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Tuition Hike Ren1ains
In Appropriations Act
Despite Other Vetoes

Skateboarding through the sprinklers Tuesday afternoon, an UNM studem proceeds to class in the
Biology Building.

SANTA FE (UPI)- Gov. Bruce
King Tuesday vetoed portions of
the billion dollar General
Appropriations Act that funds state
government and public education,
and predicted the Legislature would
not override his vetoes.
King's office said he did not veto
any portion of the Act concerning
UNM.
Among the line items concerning
UNM left untouched by King were
a 5 percent increase in UNM
resident tuition and a 10 percent
increase in non-resident tuition.
Also in the Act is a 10 percent
increase in salary and benefits for
UNM employees.
"I hope they will accept them in
good enough grace not to override
them," King said of the Legislature
and his vetoes. "I'm only doing it
to. make the bill better."

King To Consider Services Building Bill
Manuel Franco
A bill funding construction of a
University of New Mexico Student
Services Building passed the New
Mexico Senate Tuesday by a 28,0
vote and was sent to Gov. Bruce
King for his consideration.
The bill, House Bill93, will allow
the sale of $6.4 million in severence
tax bonds to build the facility,
which will house .such services as
registration, admissions and
records.
Construction of the building as
an addition to Mesa Vista Hall is
scheduled to start in May, the
University Architect's office said
Tuesday.
Senate Bill 4, which would have
funded $19.87 million in capital
outlay projects at various
universities, including UNM's
Student Services building, was
amended· earlier by the House
Appropriations and Finance
Committee.
Only construction on anaddit(on
to New Mexico State University's
Grants branch college was left ·
untouched by .HAFC, making HB
93 the Student Services Building's
last chance for funding this year.
Senate Bill 33, funding Sl.S
million for a state work•study
program,
was . unanirnou.sly
aproved by the House Education
Committee Tuesday. The bill is
scheduled to be beard by the House
Appropriations and Finance
Committee today at 8 a.m.
Associated Students of New
Mexico lobbyist Michael Gallegos
said HAFC Chairman Rep. John
Mershon, IJ-Lincoln, Otero, has
assured bhrt he will''make sure the
bitlis put to a vote.
uour position is that we wilt ask
for a do pass recommendation,"
Oallegos said. ulf we cannot get
that, out second preference is for it
to be sent to the (House). floor with
no recommendation. AU we care
about is getting it ort the floor.';
lf the bill goes through HAFC
this morning, it will probably be
considered by the full House this
afternoon, Gallegos said.
Gallegos ga\le SB33 little chance
of success if it is glven a do not pass

recommendation by HAFC. "The
House bas not gone against an
Appropriations and Finance
Committee recommendation in
three years," Gallegos said. "And
the speaker (House Speaker Rep.
C. Gene Samberson, D-Lea) will
never put it on the (House)
agenda."
Gallegos also said he ·wanted
HAFC to vote on the bill as soon as
possible because there is some talk
of having the bill tabled, which
would severely weaken the bill's

chances since HAFC would not
meet again until Thursday; The
legislative session ends at noon
Thursday.
Gallegos credited Rep. Robert
Aragon, D-Bernalillo, with
••carrying the ball for us on the
House side. He will handle the bill
before Appropriations and Finance
and he will handle it on the House
floor."
The bill ·had been introduced in
the Senate at $1 million, was raised
to $5 million by the Senate

Educatipn Committee and cut to
$1;;5 •million by the Senate Finance
Committee before passing the full
Senate Saturday.
Senate Bill 3, appropriating $S
million for scientific and
engineering equipment for state
universities unanimously passed the
Senate Monday, as did Senate Bill
82, allowing local school boards to
sell bonds to finance off-campus
post~secondary education. Both
must now be considered by the
House.

Fund Shortage Curtails SUB Plan
To Install~26 Auto01atic Doonvays
Mark Ballance
Automatic doors for the Student
Union Building, which would
provide easier access for handicapped students, do not appear
feasible in the near future because
of a lack of funding for the project
the SUB director said.
'

Union.'' This money would come
out of the UNM budget for small
renovation projects, such as landscaping and building renovaiion.
·Holt said that between one-half
and three-quarters of a million
dollars are spent by UNM each year

for such projects.
Automatic doors are "something
we are going to work towards, but I
can;t respond to the timing of when
work will'begin," he said. ,;Money
for the total project would be pretty
tough to come by,"

The governor said the vetoes he
made to the bill are the fewest in his
eight years as the state's chief
executive.
King cut just $200,000 from the
mammoth bill he was sent by the
lawmakers, which represented a
compromise between the Senate
and House versions of the spending
package.
Both chambers still have enough
time left before the session ends
Thursday to attempt to override the
vetos, which takes a vote of twothirds of the members of each
chamber to do.
Besides cutting $200,000 from
the bill, King also removed
language relating to a controversial
contract for a new telephone system
for the state.
The telephone contract language
was one of the key issues between
the House and Senate on a compromise on ·the spending bill. As
finally sent to King, the bill created
a six-member panel to study and
give final approval to a $9.7 million
telephone equipment contract
between the state and General
Telephone and Electronics.
King removed . langUage giving
the panel - consisting of two
House members, two Senators, and
two people appointed by the
governor - the right to make a
final determination on the contract.
"1 have vetoed this language
because the responsibility of
making a final decision on the state
telecommunications system rests
with the chief executive,, King said
in his message to the House.
His veto merely removed the
provision giving the six-member
panel the right to make a ·final
determination on the contract.
Thus, the panel was retained.
Asked what would happen if the
panel decided the contract should
not be honored, King said, "We'll
have to discuss that when we get to
it. I'm sure they won't .find it that
w~y."

The $200,000 removed from the
bill would have gone to the ·
Department of Finance and
Administration to pay for its role as
the oversight agency relating to
cont1nued on page 3

Cliff Holt said ·that an ASUNM
resolution, passed Feb. 2S, 1981,
calls fO.t automatic. doors to be
placed. 10 the upper north, lower
north and sou.th entrances of the
SUB, 26 doors 10 all.
Holt said the doors would be
••terribly expensive,'' and estimated
the cost at $5000 per door.
He said three sources of funding
are possible, the first beinga·special
grant from either the state or the
federal government.
Given the current attitude of the
government towards reduced
spending, Jtolt said the chances of
getting a grant are negligible.
The second possibility would be
to Work it into the operating budget
of the SUB, be said, nwhich is
presently operating on the wrong
side of the ledger."
The third chattce at funding
might be to •linclude I'OWet doors
witft, .th~, PUdget •t.o. .renovate, the
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Bill Wechter

Genevieve Vendenheuvel.plavs bell Tulllda'l mtJmlng with hilt dog, JaktJ, at Johnson Field. The
temperature ftlat:had64.degrtlll!lln Albuquerqua.whl/e snow. sat on. the Sandia Mountains.
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World News

by United Press International

Engineering Grads

PACE
YOURSELf
FOR
SUCCESS

Reagan Seeks Calm over Possible
Advanced Weapons Sale to Jordan
WASHINGTON - President
Reagan sought Tuesday to calm
Israeli concern over the possible
sale of advanced weapons to
Jordan but served notice the United
States seeks to "enhance its influence" in the Arab world.
In a letter to Israeli Prime
Minister Menachem Begin, released
by the White House, Reagan said
Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger "brought me no new
request" from Jordan about the
purchase of new weapons.
"I want you to know that
America's policy toward Israel has
not changed," he wrote.
"Our commitments will be kept.
I am determined to see that Israel's
qualitative technological edge is
maintained and am mindful as well
of your concerns with .respect to
quantitative factors and their
impact on Israel's security," the
letter said,
Reagan said reports after
Weinberger's meetings with King
Hussein about possible sales of
mobile Hawk missiles and F-16

Very shortly Micro-Rei, the Phoenix division of Medtronlc,
Inc., will be on your campus Interviewing graduating
engineers for challenging positions In our dynamic
organization.
You will have the opportunity to investigate potential
career paths within our bioelectronlc development and
manufacturing company. Micro-Rei translates
continually advancing technology Into Implantable
medical devices wtlich literally provide a nE!w lease on
lite for thousands.
Talk with our representatives and consider bE!Comlng a
part ol our stimulating and rewarding llrm ... putyoursell in
pace with success.
·

We will be on campus
Tuesday and Wednesday,

FebruaiY 23 and 24
Check wllll your campus placement office tor more
details.
MICRO·REL
2343 West 1Oth Place
Department UNM
Tempe,AZ85281

......

~---

Medtronic ~Micro- Rei

fighters to Jordan "have presented
incorrect and exaggerated com·
mentary regarding U.S. military
assistance policies for the Middle
East."
Those reports touched off a furor
in' ~srae), and prompted Begin to
send a sharp letter to Reagan.
But Weinberger, appearing on
NBC's "Today" show, described
the reaction as ''quite premature.
"There is no request pending. If
a request comes in, it will be
considered by the president and the
(National) Security Council. It
would then, if favorably approved,
go to Congress," he explained.
But senior U.S. officials who
traveled with the defense secretary
said Weinberger will work quietly
behind the scenes with Congress to
gain support for the sale of Hawk
surface-to-air missiles to Jordan. If
he could assure Hussein of such
support, they said, Jordan would
make a formal request for the
missiles.
Hussein did not want to be
embarrassed, as he was in 1975, by

An Equal OppOrtunltyE_rnp1oyef

Yessir, Taco Villa. We serve it mild. But you can add our spicy red sauce or hot, hot green
sauce and make it as wild as you want!

TACO VILLA
INTRAMURAL
ATHLETE OF
THE WEEK!
Uz Roybal
Winner
Free Throw Competition
21 of 25

The Taco Villa athlete of the week is selected by the
Intramural Director and hiS staff, based on personal
qualities and athletic ability.

WINNERS WILL RECEIVE: ONE MILD OR WILD T·SHIRT,ONELOBO MASCOT DRINK CUP,
CHOICE OF FIESTA PAC OR DINNER PAC, A FREE BREAKFAST BURRITO CARD AND A RED
SAUCER OR GREEN SAUCER!

purchasing mobile Hawks only to
be required by Congress to bolt
them to cement platforms, the
officials said.
Jordan has ordered from the
Soviet Union SAM-8 missile
batteries financed by Iraq, and
Hussein said he will take delivery of
the system. But Weinberger
proposed that he sell the SAMs to
another country and buy the Hawk
system instead, and Hussein
agreed, the officials said.
The third country presumably
would be Iraq,

Senator Receives
Fine, Jail Term
In Abscam Case
UNIONDALE, N.Y. - Sen.
Harrison Williams, D•N,J ., the
first senator convicted of a felony
in more than 70 years, wa~ sentenced Tuesday to three years in jail
and lined $50,000 for bribery and
conspiracy in the Abscam case.
Williams showed no emotion in
court but vowed afterwards to
continue "fighting for justice on
every battlefield" with the
appeal of his conviction and his
efforts to forestall expulsion from
the Senate at hearings that begin
next week.
Williams, one of seven
congressmen convicted as a result
of the FBI corruption investigation,
is a 22-year Senate veteran.
"I came into your court feeling
deeply, indeed knowing, that ram
innocent of these crimes, •: Williams
told U.S. District Judge George
Pratt before he pronounced sen·
tence. "I leave this court knowing
that I am innocent of the crimes
charged."
Pratt stayed the execution of the
sentence pending WiUiams' appeal.
Williams is only the third senator
to be convicted of a felony while in
office~ the first in 70 years- and
could become the first senator
expelled since the Civil War.
The Abscam - or "Abdul
Scam" - investigation featured
FBI agents posing as represen·
tatives of a phony Arab sheik
offering legislators bribes in ex·
change for using their influence on
a variety of immigration problems
and business ventures.
Williams was convicted last May
of promising to use his influence to
obtain government contracts for a
Virginia titanium mine in which he
held a conccal~d IIi percent interest.
Willituns' co-defendant and
friend, Alexander Feinberg, was
sentenced to I hrce years in jail and
fined $40,000 on bribery and
conspltncy churgc,j by Pratt on Jan.
26. The 73·ycar·old New Jersey
lawyer wa~ "ccus~d of being the
senator's "bag man."

:-Tuition
continued from pegs 1
federal block grf\nts.
"1 have vetoed the above
language and appropriation
because there is already adequate
power in the Department of
Finance and Administration to
monitor the receipt &nd disbur·
sement of federal funds," King
said. ''I oon't think they should be
placed in a supervisory position
over the other agencies."

Other vetoes are:
- L!lnguage relating to the ad·
ministration of certain funds ap·
propriated to or received by the
Agency on Aging, King said the
language would increase ad·
ministrative
costs,
ultimately
costing the people for whom the
money is intended.

executive prerogative.
- Certain language pert&ining to
the <JmOllnt of administrative
overhead charged by the Health
and Environment Department.
King said he was not pleased with
language in the bill relating to
funding of programs for group
home and adoptive services. Rather
than veto that language, King said
he has directed Human Services
Department Secretary Larry
Ingram to make necessary ad·
justrnents in the allocation of
federal f11nds to those programs
that have been successful in the
past.
The governor also said he was
not pleased with the 8.3 percent pay
raise for state workers.
"It barely gets up to inflation,"
King said of the raise. "But I'd
have to say in truthfulness that's
better than some states gave."

- Langllage giving the Legislative
Finance Committee the right to
approve of the exemplary performance awards given to state
The final General Fund ap·
employees. King said .such language
is an unconstitutional attempt by propriation in the bill is $1.289
the l..egislature to encroach on an billion, King said.

MazatlanGroup Tour Offered
For Upcoming Spring Break
Robert Sanchez
Spring break is more than a
month away, but students who plan
on taking a trip out-of-state should
start planning soon.
College Tours, a division of
Cerkvenik-Anderson Travel, h&s
scheduled several trips to Mazatlan
especially for college students.
The trip includes seven days and
seven nights.
David Crosby, the UNM
representative for College Tours,
said the trip is limited to about 1500
people, including students from
Arizona
State
University,
University of Arizona, University
of Northern Arizona, Colorado
State University and the University
of Texas at El Paso.

The price for the trip is $188
which includes transportation (by
train} and lodging, but not meals.
"No one knew about the trip last
year," Crosby said. "About 25
students went from UNM last
year!'
Crosby said that it was vital that
students register as soon as
possible.
For $188 there are four students
in a room, but for $50 more two
students can share a room.
"The climax of the trip is the tan
contest," Crosby said. "Students
can win free trips back."
He said that last year a student
from UNM won the contest.
Registration forms are available
by calling 881· 1668 ·or writing 4801
San Mateo Lane, #271, 87109.

College of Engineering To Feature
Student Exhibits for Open House
Student engineering exhibits and
demonstrations, along with some
industrial displays, will be featured
when the University of New Mexico
College of Engineering holds its
annual open house Feb. 26 from 9
a.m. to 7 p.m.
Approximately 40 exhibits, most
of them put together by UNM
students representing the College's
various departments and programs,
will be included.
The College h&s departments in
civil, mechanical, chemical and
nuclear, electrical and computer
engineering and computer science.
It also has degree programs in
biomedical engineering, energy and
power systems engineering and
microelectronic processing.
The event is open to the general
public and "it is traditionally
heavily attended by high school
students from throughout the state.
Middle schools are also invited,"
Dr. Charles F. Hawkins, associate
dean of the College, said.
In addition to exhibits and
demonstrations, the College will
also host a luncheon for all at·
tending high school students. Three
calculators, provided by Holman's
Inc. of Albuquerque, will be given
to three of the high school students
attending the luncheon.
Hawkins said the three top UNM
student exhibits will be awarded
cash prizes. An overall student
prize, consisting of a pocket
calculator donated by the Hewlett·
Packard Co., will also be awarded.
A panel of local professional
engineers will serve as judges for
the competition.
Hawkins said the student exhibits
and
demonstrations should
"provide insight into what types of
work are done in the various

V-:bar or Annette Hatch in the
UNM
mechanical engineering
department for contest guidelines.
Hawkins saic:l al.l the College's
luboratories and facilities, in·
eluding its .nuclear reactor, will be
open to the pubic during open
house hO\I.fS.
He said the open house is being
partially funded by the Associated
Students of UNM along with some
donations from various industries.
The open house is being coor·
dinated by the College's Student
Engineers Board in cooperation
with the College of Engineering
dean's office. Other UNM
engineering organizations, such as
the Society of Women Engineers,
are also assisting in the effort.

Scholarships To Be Funded
With $53,860 Council Grant
The National Action Council for
Minorities in Engineering has
awarded a $53,860 grant to be used
.as schol11rships for some 90
minority engineering students at the
University or New Mexico.
NACME is a New York-based,
industry-supported
organization
committed to increasing the
number of minority engineers and
assisting in their advancement to
managerial positions in industry.
• 'This industry·supported
commitment is having a great
impact on the students here at
UNM and there is no question that
NACME is extremely successful in
increasing the nation's supply of
minority engineers," said Marvin
D. "Swede" Johnson, ad·
ministrative vice president for
student affairs.

The NACME scholarships .are
awarded annually to minority
students at UNM who need
financial assistance and who have
demonstrated the academic and
intellectual ability to succeed in
engncering. All 1981-82 UNM
students who received NACME
scholarships are from New Mexico.
"UNM is the recipient of one of
the largest NACME grants because
of our record in increasing minority
student enrollment and increasing
the number of minority student
graduates," said Tom Cummings,
director of special programs in the
UNM College of Engineering.
"In 1981, three bachelor's
degrees were earned by American
Indian students and 68 by Hispanic
students at UNM," Cummings
said.

50% 0FF

Apodaca's Hearing Date Set
For Reckless Driving Charge
Jerry Apodaca . Jr., arrested
Saturday for reckless driving,
eluding an officer, resisting arrest
and escaping from an officer, will
appear before Metropolitan Court
JUdge Elizabeth Love Tuesday at
8:30a.m. to answer tbe charges.
junior
majoring
in
A
mathematics, Apodaca alledgely

departments of the UNM College
of Engineering."
This year, students in the
College's mechanical engineering
department are sponsoring a vehicle
design competition. The competition will be divided into a junior
division, for students in grade six
and under, and a senior division for
students in grades seven to 12,
"Each participant must design
and build a four-wheel vehicle that
will roll the greatest distance
possible from a ramp," UNM
mechanical engineering student Jan
Vehar, said. All participants will be
given certificates and winners will
receive trophies.
Students interested in entering
the competition should contact

Entire Line of Men's & Ladies'

LEATHER, DOWN, & POLYFILL JACKETS & VESTS

ran a stop sign and a stop light
before leading officers on a high
speed chase. He was arrested near
the Albuquerque International
Airport.
The 22•year-old wide receiver for.
the UNM football team is the son
of U.S. Senate candidate and
former Gov. Jerry Apodaca Sr.

25%0FF
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&

CORDUROY PANTS
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Now $10.50 to $21.00

20%0FF
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Boots
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NM Only State To Provide Extra Foster Parent Training

Forum

Mlchaelle Myers

Life and Related Subjects
by Dave Barry

DOONESBURY
YO/J TOW
IM/rfleMTION

j

If you don't listen to radio talk shows, you really
should, because it gives you a chance to reassure
youself that a great many people out there are much
stupider than you are. Here's how these shows go:

Host: Thanks for your views. Let's see how some
of our other listeners feel about President Reagan's
economic plan. Hello, you're on the air.

Host: Hi, this is "You Get To Talk On the Actual
Radio," the show where You Make A Difference. I'm
your host, Hubert Spankle, going under the radio
name David Windsor Castle, which sounds better.

Host: No, this is David Windsor Castle, and you're
on "You Get To Talk On The Actual Radio." What's
on your mind?

Today I thought we'd talk about President Reagan's
economic plan. What do you think about it? Let's go
to the phones and find out. Hello, you're on the air.
Caller: Hello David?
Host: This is David. Go ahead.
Caller: Am I on the radio now?
Host: Yes you are. Go ahead,
Caller: Go ahead and talk?
Host: Yes. Go right ahead and talk.
Caller: I'm so nervous.
Host: Don't be nervous. Go right ahead and talk.
Right now. ,Just. talk.
Caller: Well, I just wanted to tell you what happened to my husband. He was riding the riding
mower, which we just got at Sears - can I say Sears?
-- well, let's just say we got it at a major department
store, and believe me It wasn't cheap, and he was
driving it near the kitchen window, and all of a sudden
he crashed right through the septic tank, and he
disappeared right into the ground, and the firemen
had to come and get him out, and I spent three hours
going over the lawn tractor with Lysol - can I say
Lysol? - and it still doesn't smell what you'd call
attractive, not to mention my husband, and I think
they ought to make those septic tanks stronger,
because a lot of people have lawn tractors, and ...
Host: I certainly hear what you' r.e saying. What do
you think of President Reagan's economic plan?
Caller: President Reagan's what?
Host: His economic plan.
Caller: Well, I really haven't been too involved in it,
because we live in the suburbs, which is Why we got
the lawn tractor, but we had no idea that our septic
tank ..•
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Caller: Hello, Frank?

Host: Excuse me, but this is a radio show, and
there is no Frank here,
Caller: Well, when he gets there you better tell him
that Denise foum:J out about what's been going on at
the Jolly Goat Motel. Somebody sent her pictures of
Frank, Loueii;J, Preston and the trained snakes, and
the last I heard Denise was buying a gun, so he'd
better . , .
Host: Okay, let's see if any of our other listeners
have anything to add about President Reagan's
economic plan. Hello, you're on the air.
Caller: Yeah, I'm calling ab'Out that lady with the
septic tank. It just so happens Imake septic tanks, and
there's no way you can make one collapse with just a
lawn tractor unless the guy who's riding it weigha
about 600 pounds.
' Why didn't you ask her how much her husband
weighs? I bet he's a real lard bucket. You see these
guys out on their lawn tractors, flab hanging down
almost to the ground, and it makes you want to puke.
Host: Let's go to another caller. You're on the air.
Caller: Hi. I'd like to talk about President Reagan's
economic plan.
Host: Thank God.
Caller: It seems to me that people are being too
quick to criticize the President's plan, before it has had
a chance to ... Oh no!
(In the background is the sound of a door lock being
shot open with a .357 magnum.)
Caller: Denise!
(More shots, screams)
Host: Well, that concludes today's version of "You
Get To Talk On The Actual Radio." Tune in tomorrow,
when we' II explore the situation in the Middle East.

Reader Enjoys 'Dave Barry' Column;
Feels Strongly It Should Be Continued
daily newspaper. Barry's irony and sarcasm on
different subjects, with which I usually tend to agree
with him on, add a good bit of humor to my day.
I believe it would be a big mistake to discontinue
Dave Barry's column and I can honestly say that I'm
looking forward to its next appearance in the Daily
Lobo.
Nolan Anaya

If you have decided to. join the
ranks of the more than !58 foster
parents here in New Mexico, you
couldn't have chosen a better state
in which to do it.
"New Mexico is unique in that it
is the only state in the nation that
provides specialized foster parent
training beyond what is required by
the state for certification as a foster
parent," said Dr .. Richard M.
Smith, former director of the
Specialized Foster Care Training

Heteand Now
by maxwell Glen and Cody Sheatet
WASHINGTON - rwo young American soldiers were killed last month,
the first among many expected to die this year in combat exercise accidents.
Pvt. Theodore Ricketson, 18, choked to death after becoming tangled in
his lines during a parachute exercise. An additional 41 soldiers suffered
injuries during the jump, which was made in dangerously-high winds.
f\lmost three weeks later, Pvt. Robert G. Solonika, 20, was shot to
death during combat exercises at the National Training Center at Fort
Irwin, Calif.
According to the Pentagon, more· than 1000 armed forces personnel die
accidentally on and off duty each year. Since the arrival of the all-volunteer
force, the Pentagon has taken added steps to ensure the safety of its
recruits.
But today's added emphasis on military readiness and training is likely to
make safety even more of an issue. Though military spending plans are
always subject to change, President Reagan's proposed five-year, $1.6
trillion defense plan assures that recruits will be training under more
stressful war-like conditions.
Observed a staff member for the House Armed Services Committee,
"Training is now as close as you can come to live combat situations. Until
the services get used to handling it, you're likely to see more accidents."
Safety is, of course, also subject to the use of ever more sophisticated
weaponry. As the armed services play with new toys and do it more often,
the chances for accidents increase. An American jet, for example, inadvertently launched a Sidewinder missile in West Germany last week.
The added risks of a peacetime buildup should be evident to all. The
Pentagon should assure us that it's doing as much as possible to reduce
training accidents.

Pseudo-archaeologists who write
about ancient astronauts building
airfields in Peru and secret
knowledge stored in Egyptian and
Mexican pyramid~ nQt only
disregard scientific methods in their
work· but also may be guilty of
perpetuating racist views of thirdworld people, a University of New
Mexico anthropologist says.
Dr. Jeremy Sabloff, ~hairperson
of th.e UNM anthropology
department, is the editor of a new
book, Archaeology: Myth and
Reality to be published in March by
W, H. Freeman and Company,
publishers of Scientific American
Readers.
"Nonspecialists who write about
archaeological
topics
without
adhering to the tenets of scientific
research,
analysis and interpretation show little or no anthropological perspective on human
achievements," • Sabloff
said.
"They often seem to start with the
premise that a given culture could
not have created or built a given
monument; therefore, some other
beings - from across the oceans or
outer space - must have provided
the impetus necessary for creation.
In some cases, this lack of an
anthropological perspective appears to be a kind of naive racism."
He said an example of that
mentality is the assumption by

writers that the Maya, as Indians,
were. incapable of perfecting a
sophisticated writing and numerical
system and therefore some Old
World people or extraterrestrial
beings must have taught the Maya
everthing t)ley knew.
"Pseudo-archaeologists
often
fail to understand the role or
diffusion - as opposed to independent invention - in cultural
chan"ge," Sabloff said. "For instance, the ancient Egyptians had
virtually ceased to build pyramids
several millennia before pyramids
were built at Teotihuacan in
Mexico. Yet a few writers credit the
Egyptians with stimulating creation
·of the Mexican structures.''
Many so-called mysteries are
readily explanable when they are
examined in the conteKt of a local
sequence of development or a
regional matrix of cultures, he said,
and a greater public aw<U"eness of
the insights of anthropology might
cause many pseudo-archaeologists
to rewrite their books or at least it
might enable general readers to be
more critical when reading works
by non-specialist.
"One of the prices we must pay
for the privilege of sharing a free
marketplace of ideas is the
possibility that some writers will
write unfounded speculations,
some pUblishers will publish them,

San Diego Professor Speaks
At Anthropology Museum
A San Diego State University and the author of Faces of J.lesta:
professor will give a free public Mexican Masks in Context.
Her talk is sponsored by Maxwell
lecture on "Tarascan Masks of the
Blackman: Myths and History" Museum in conjunction with its
today at 8 p.m. at the University of current main exhibition, "Fiestas
New Mexico's Maxwell Museum of of San Juan Nuevo: Ceremonial
Art from Michoacan, Mexico."
Anthropology.
Esser's book deals with many of the
Or. Jattet Brody Esser is an aspects of the Maxwell Michoacan
associate professor of <U"t history exhibit.

An associate . professor of
marriage and family life at the
University of New Mel'icO, Smith
has been responsible for the
training of more than 3500 perspective parents in New Mexico and
Arizona combined, He was director
of the New Mexico project until
September 1981.
"I guess the reason that I am
involved and the reason people
become foster p<U"ents is to help the
kids become better adults," Smith
said,
In response to complaints about

some bookstores will sell them and
some media will sensationalize
them," Sabloff said. "In this way,
unfounded speculations become
widely spread among the general
population of interested readers.
Perhaps the best solution to this
problem is to help readers become
aware of the standards of scientific
research so that scientific approaches can be better appreciated
and p~eudo-scientific approaches
can be read critically,"
Sabloff's book, which includes
an introductory overview by him,
consists of articles re-printed from
Scientific American on Stonehenge,
prehistoric ground drawings in the
Peruvian desert, the Hopewell
mounds of eastern North America
and the pyramids of Egypt and
Mexico, Sabloff's essay and the
articles show how professional
archaeologists research, analyze
and interpret . data about these
famous archaeologists discoveries
within their cultural and historical
contexts.
For example, Sabloff notes that
scientists now know that the
prehistoric ground drawitigs of
Peru date from 200 BC to 600 AD
and that they were constructed by

people who inhabited the ne<U"by
sites and manuf~ctured the
distinctive Nazca pottery in the
Early Intermediate period.
"The exact purpose of the
markings still remains unclear," he
said.
Some archaelogists believe that
the ground drawings were a product
of social mechanisms for regulating
the balance between resources and
population, that the lines had
astronomical significance to their
creators to help predict the coming
of water for irrigation, and that the
markings had ritual or ceremonial
significance.
Although scientists have not been
able to determine the ancient
purpose or purposes of the Nazca
markings, they have put forth
reasonable and testable hypotheses,
unlike authors such as Erich Von
Danik.en whose popul<U" Chariots of
the Gods argues that the markings
are an airfield used for landing
vehicles from outer space.
"Von Daniken's conjecture is
extremely ethnocentric.," Sabloff
said. "Why should eKtraterrestrial
beings who presumably had sufficiently advanced technology to fly
tijeir spaceships through light-years

the cost of the project he said, "It
seems to me $7 an hour to do the
training is far cheaper than $12,000
a year to incarcerate someone or
rehabilitate them later in .life."
The state pays for any medical
care a foster child may require.
Smith. said "There is a mistaken
notion that people become foster
parents for the money. The
monetary reimbursement is about
$120to $200 a month, If you figure
that out it comes to about $4 a day
and kids can cost more than $4 a
day.

of space need airfields that are
similar to those used by our own
conventional airplanes?"
Except for tb.e impressionistic
arguments based on form, he said,
there is no Mchaeological evidence
to support the airfield view.
"As Maria Reiche has pointed
out, the technological skills needed
to plan and execute the lines and
figures were within the capabilities
of the people who inhabited the
nearby sites during the Early
Intermediate period," Sabloff said,
"Reiche shows how the lines and
figures could have been planned
and executed from the ground,
perhaps using small-scale models,
without any h.elp form visitors from
outer space.
"Von Daniken's argument is like
a 'j\lst so' story. It is not test~.ble, it
does not shed new light on other
related data and it is not less
complicated than existing archaeological
hypotheses."
Sabloff is among the growing
number of mchaeologists who
believe that pseudo-<U"chaeology
should not be ignored and that
professionals should communicate
· effectively with popular audiences.
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~ He said, ''The child has just been
taken out of his home and thrown
into another home and told to fit
in. The training tries to help foster
p<U"en(s understand ·the effect this
has on a child.
''Imagine someone coming up to
your door and telling you to come
with them. They take you
somewhere new and tell you this is
where you will be living. The foster
parents need to know· that the child
is reacting to change even though he
knows it may be a change for the
better," he said.

Unscientific Research Perpetuates Third-World Myths

Caller: What's on my mind is I'm trying to !let hold
of Frank, because I just found out that Denise , ..

Letter

Editor:
I'm writing in response to an "editor's note" that
appeared in Feb. 15th Daily Lobo. I read "Life and
Related Subjects" by Dave Barry everytime it appears in the Lobo and enjoy it very much.
I feel very strongly that his column should continue to be part of the Lobo for ''Lile and Related
Subjects" adds a deiinite lighter side to a typical

by Garry Trudeau

Project.
, The program, which is provided
by the Human Services Department, tries to give foster parents a
basic understanding of what their
responsibilities are, and tries to give
an understanding of what a child
needs from them as temporary
parents.
Smith, a five-time foster parent
himself, said foster children experience certain kinds of trauma
that require the understanding and
help of the new p;uents to overcome.
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We stand. upail the threshold of that
new era which is de.siined to betome Ihe
greatest the. world has e\·er .known.

Discover:
• YOUR TRUE POiENTIALANDTHE KEYS TO SUCCESS
• THE TRUE ORIGINS AND MEANINGS' OF THE
CONSTELLATIONS
• ARE WE LIVING IN THE LAST DAYS?

-AND

-

tJr, Francis Schaeffer's Film Series

"How Should We Then Ll>el>''
The Rise and Decline of Western Thought and Culture
Tucsd•ti ·Jo'ebruary 16 , • -..,., •••• ~ .•.•• , ,.••••.• , .•• , ••• , •• , tht. Srit'ntifl~ Age
the Fathers of Modern Science .• Oalilco. Bacon, C'opci'nicus. and others .. where did
their ·wisdom come rrom?
Wednesda,·, february 17 •• , , , ••••• , ..•• , • , , •.•.• The Ag~· o] 1\.todtrn Phi/o.tophy
Man's quest r0r knowltdgc
thursday, February l8 , . ~ •• , .•••. , .., •• , • • Age of Pe;sonal Peate and A}flutncc
Man's ques.t for pcr!Hlnul peace

NICK PAPPIS
Internationally Known
Speaker

NIGHTLY MEETINGS:
Nick l'appis will be speaking nightly at 7 P.M. in the Maranatha Christian Cthter, 1806 Sigma ChiNE,
through February 22. For more information, call 247·9999.
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Graduates To Receive Yearbooks
Wendy Lloyd
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·Check ·Us Outl
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Where In Town Can You Get This Much
Varfety Under One Roof?

~

(Ql~
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(Ql ...,.,

_:-_ ,

Hamb•ll!•r ........ S1.18
, a....0boll!er ...... , 1.29
('!'·lb. patty, mustard,
pickle, leltiJce, tomato,
onion, on a sesame bun)
Cheese bu111er basket

... . . . . . . .
~

Hamburger Spe<lals (100!/z beef, \4 lb. pattys)
Monday-Swiss Cb....burger wltb ba<on ......•.... ~1. 79
Tuesday-Green CbUI Cheese burger .............. , .. 1.79
Wednesday-Monterey Jack wltb sauteed onions ....... 1.79
Thursday-Cheeseburger wltb chUI con tame ......... 1.'19
Friday...:Pizza burger ..••.... , ..............•. , , ... 1.79

··-;.,:;;:;"'""'M·~"""'""~"'"""'

You Can Spend More Elsewhere,
But You Will Probably Get Less.
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Laura Tolley
Club Sandwich .... · · · · • · · · . · 1.59
Club Sandwich w/fries · · · · · .. 1.89
Chicken basket · · · · · . • ....... 1.89
Fish basket ..... · · . · · . · · . · •. 1.89

P~tly

Melt, \4 lb. p~tty ...... $l.49
GrUied Cheese .................75
Grilled Ham & Cheese ........ 1.25
Fish Sandwich ......... , ..... 1.29
Grilled chile & che•se ...........89

A Women in Science career
workshop held Saturday stressed
the opportunities available for
women re-entering the work force
in science fields.

"'" . . . . . . . . ;astrles
(Basket includes fries)

.99

Would You Like To Get What You Paid Fori' Here It lsi
Each Doz.
Cake donut ............... $.20. $2.00
Raised donut •..•..... , ..•...25 Z.ZS
Bear Oaw , .....•............ 35 3.25
JeJly.fUied donuts ............ 35 3.25
Donut holes .................OS
.SO

Omelette;3eKB,chok:eofbuhbrownsortout ........ $.95
Breakfastsandwlch·muffln with bam and cheese .......••95
CASA DEL SOL
Egg burrito with beans ............................ $1.50
Papltas with Eggs ................. , ............... 1.50

~

,o 1

On Women in Science Field

Nobody Offers Better quality At A Better Price

~

"""'

Workshop Gives Information

Sand~cbes

<.01~
~.

Graduating seniors at the
University of New Mexico will have
a yearbook in May, something they
have not had since 1975.
The Alumni Association, in
cooperation with ASUNM, is
funding the project. Each
organization is donating $3000.
The book will appear as the May
issue of the Alumnus, the Alumni
Association's newspaper.
Gwinn Henry, director of the
Alumni staff, has people working
on scrapbooks already.

Each Doz.
Mapiebars ...................35 3.25
Brownies . • .•.... · • · •.....•...25 2.25
Cookies, large . . . 1 each .22, & 2 each .44
Bagels, large · · .. • • ................. 49

(Includes
choice of cl:i:?
plus garnish)
All pastries baked fresh daily by our own baker
"_u_e_•o_•_R_u_•_h_•_ro_•_"'
_lt_h__
b•a-ns_._._._
.._._
.._._._
.._._
.._._
.._._._
.._·_1_.SO
___________________________________________________________________

. ______
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What Makes Our Mexican Food The Best? We Carel

Enchilada .................. $.89
Tamile •.••••.• ~. 4 • • • • • • • • • • • • 89
Bean burrllo ................ 1.00
Bedburrtlo ................. 1.89
T•stado •.. , •.••••••••.••••••. 59
•
TI~O •• ·• " .....
79
0

Salads

EnchUada plate ••.•••• , ••••••••..•• , ••••••••••••••••..••.•.. $2.35
Bean Burrito plate ........................................... 1.90
Cnmblnatlon plate-enchUada, taco, tam~le, ••.••.... , ••. , . , . , ..• , 2.95

(above served with chile, beans, rice, garnish, tortilla or sopaipilla)

PLUS: Salsa& Chips .... S.7S, lg. $1.25

HotSopaipillas w/honey .... S.3S

Choke of 9 meats
turkey
bam
..laml
rout beef
polbb .. usage
putraml
<anadian baton
corned beef
braunO<bweiser

Cholceof 8<b"'ses
Amert<an
jalapeno
Swiss
mozzarella
cheddar
cream
provalone
monterey ja<k

Beverages
Can You Say No To These Prices?
Coffee free or • . • . • • • • . • • . . • • • • • . . • • . • .. .. • • • • • • • • • • . • • • .05
Soft drinks .................. • • •••••••••• " ••••••••••••• 39
JUke ...... ~ ••••••••••••.•••••••••• ·• .....................30

.zs

.40
49 .59
45 .60

(tomato, orange, craiiiH!rl')l, grape, apple)
. .fm coffee before 8:00a.m. and sfler 4:00p.m. wltb purchase of food, or

.

Who Can Say
ICE CREAM
single .............. $ .35
double ...............60
triple ................75
shake ................85

~o?

YOGURT
cone ..•••• ., •••. :i .45
dish .............65
shoke ............90

SUNDAES , ........ $ .85
<hocolate
cherry
buUem:oCch
strawberry
pineapple

Pita

Who Else Offers i 2 Different Pita Fillings?

Salad·Bar
Create An Orl$1nal
What's your favorite? we offer ·22 to 34 different topplnasi

$.i5per0z.

'soUPS DAILY choice or 3 ...........iS
,CIIIe Coa Carae ••• , •••••••.• ·• ••.•••• 95
Homemade with fresh lnaredlents daily!
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t>rtce

..... z.so, z.75, 2.95

GOODI
New Mexico Union Food Service
Hoan: Mon. -lrt, 6:30 a.ill. to 1:00 p.m.

Sat.II:GOii.... to Z:OOp.111. (Comtry Sloreonly)

~

j.!.l~.:.' ' .

Hot Enbees
Includes choice or:
lea.of3eatren
.2 ea. of 3 vesetab~
with roll & butter

For someone with a hearing difficulty, this phone
can shed some light on the problem. Because when it
rings, the light starts flashing. And on the inside of
the handset, there could be a volume control to
amplify the caller's voice. So even though someone
might not hear as well as other people, that person
can use the phone just as well as anyone.
And that's the whole idea behind the Mountain
Bell Telecommunications Center for Disabled Customers. Helping people with phones like this one so a
disablity won't be a barrier to phone conversation.
At the Center, we have phones and equipment
that can help with a hearing or vision disability.
Impaired speech. And limited mobility. And if we
don't already have an answer to a specific phone
need, we'll work to find one.
.
If you, or someone you know, could use our ·
special phones and services, we'd like to hear from
you. Call us, toll-free, at our Telecommunications
Center for Disabled Customers any weekday from
8:30a.m. to 5:30p.m. (The numbers are listed
below.) Or call at your convenience and leave a
recorded message. We'll get back to you the next
business day. So you'll have a phone you can use
when you want to use the phone.
Telecommunications Center for Disabled Customers
1401 Champa Street, Denver, Colorado80202
1-800~525-3156-Voice
1-800-525-6028-TTY

'(C)i~

$.05 wltlloat a pardlase.

So-.
Nobody Does It Better

recently become a target audience.
"We show animated films in·
volving rape, incest and family and
domestic
violence to
preschoolers."
Mackta does not advocate the
popular self-protection devices sold
on the market. "After 24 months
the chemicals in these products lose
their effectiveness. Common-sense
tactics such as using pressure points
make more sense than trying to
search through your purse to find
your keys," she said.
A self defense course is taught at
the Crisis Center. Further in·
formation is available by contacting
the Center at 247-0707.

We're shedding light
on special phone needs.

Nachos .... $1.00, lg. $1.50

1 Si.lidwlch .................... ·•• • •••••••••••••••••••• , .•••••• S.99
turkey
avaudo
alf8Jfa sprouts
peen <hOI •
ham
tomatoes
cucumbers
bell peppers
rout beef
bean sprouts
<hee...
mushrooms
(choice o£whoie wheat or reg. pita bread)

Meat, $1.89 ·or • Meat with Cheese, $2.19

to the reduction ancf.prevention of crime at the University of New Mexico.

And because the book will be
sent to regularAiumnus subscribers
Bicycling at Interse~tions: Multiple Threat Attidents
also, Henry feels it may enco11rage
alumni, to send their children to The following was contributed by the Greater Albuquerque Bicycling
school here as well.
Advisory Committee.
"Multiple threat" accidents occur when bicyclists crossing intersections
The yearbook will not be as big in front of standing venicles ride into the paths of vehicles in other lanes.
as the Mirag~ was. No class pictures Such accidents usually OCC).tr at multiple-lane streets where bicycles are
will be taken.
blocked from view by the standing ·vehicles. Particularly dangerous are
''friendly" motorists who motion nonmotorists to cross in front of them
"But it doesn't have to be big to into the path of oncoming traffic. Many pedestrian and bicyclist deaths
be nice," Henry said ..
have resulted from such well-meant gestures.
View obstruction by standing vehicles is also often involved in accidents
"We can start small, with where bicyclists fail to clear intersections before a signal light change.
quality, and expand later. I really Coltisions occur when motorists in far lanes pull out before the bicyclist
feel that somt> of the earlier, smaller has finished crossing. Entering a signalized intersection during an amber
Mirages are better than tile later, phase poses a high risk to bicyclists.
bulkier ones," he said.
When bicycling, always treat vehicles standing at intersections on cross
streets as a serious threat.
The new yearbook will be given
A note to motorists; You can be held liable for death and injury resulting
to all the graduating seniors along from your motioning bicyclists to cross in front of you when they do not
with a miniature copy of their have the right of way. Treat bicyclists as you would motorists, not as
diploma.
pedestrians.

One in Ten Rapes Reported by Victims

Posole ..................... 1.25
Chile & beans , , .. , , , ..... , .. 1.25
Beans .......... , ............. •65

Ice Cream &. Yogurt

How Do We Make A Better Dell Sandwich Than
Anyone Else? We Make It Your ' Way'

Police Beat is a weekly community s11rvice column presented by the Daily
Lobo in conjunction with the Campus Police Department. It is dedicated

higher unemployment and underemployment of women in
science fields.
"The ultimate goal .of the
workshop is to show participants
that they can do what they want to
do," Blackwell said,
Developing a support system and
encouraging women to pursue
scientific careers were also ob· Sandra Boynton
the police report and the imjectives of the one-day workshop.
portance of reporting the crime.
The Albuquerque R,ape Crisis
Obtaining a medical examination
The workshop is one step for
women who know they have talent Center treated 687 victims in 1981, was stressed most importantly in
and ability, but don't know how to reflecting about one-tenth of what tne film for attainment of all
is actually happening, said Nina available evidence for help in
begin, Blackwell said.
Co-sponsored by the University Mackta, education coordinator at prosecution.
The ARCC provides volunteer
of New Mexico's Division of the Center.
"FBI estimates indicate only one services which include ac·
Behavorial Research and Women's
Center, the workshop was beld in in 10 sexual assaults are actually companying the victim to the
hospital if she desires, crisis
reported," Mackta said.
Los Alamos.
The topic of a brown bag lun· counseling for victims, friends and
Another Women in Science
career wrokshop is scheduled for cheon at the University of New relatives, legal information and 24·
April in Roswell. For further in- Mexico Women's Center focused hour telephone assistance. "I think
formation, contact Blackwell, 277- on the reporting of rape. A film the volunteer is much less
4233 or Kathryn H. Brooks, shown during the one hour lun· threatening than the police," said
Women's Center Director, 277· cheon, Investigation of Rope, Mackta.
Pre-school-age children · have
covered the medical examination,
3716.

•

DeB

"It gives graduates a reminder of
their years here, .. he says,
.

Police Beat

Bowls

T•co plate ..••..••....• , ...•••••.•.••..•••.•••••.•.•.••• ~ •.• 2.35

....................

Dr. Carol N. Jacklin, research
associate in the Department of
Psychology at Stanford University,
spoke to the workshop about her
life as a scientist and re-entry
woman into the professional world.

Henry said he feels a yearbook is
important.
·

Mnlcan chef's salad , . , .•... $1.50
Guacomote Salad • , •• , •.• -. • • • • .95

Lunch

(served with choice ofchile plus garnish)

The workshop provided the 50
participants with an opportunity to
meet with women in science and
engineering fields and provided
information on employment trends,
career options, career changes,
career preparation and educational
options.

Dr. Peggy J. Blackwell, director
of the Behavorial Division, said,.
"Your opportunities as a woman
are better than they have been in SO
years," but added that there was

New Mexico Food (Casa del Sol}

A Ia Carte

"We're collecting information
on everything that happens this
year," Henry said. "Then at the
end of the year, we'll purge the
scrapbook and the best material
will go in the yearbook."
For many years the University
had a yearbook, Mirage, first
published in 1897. However, during
the Vietnam war era the book
began to flounder and its last of"
ficial edition appeared in 1970.
The Alumni Association tried to
revive interest by publishing
yearbooks in 1974 and 1975, but
they met with little success.
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Fitzgerald Transforms
And Transcends the Pit
Elizabeth Cohen
Albuquerque was treated to .a
rare and special evening of music
on Feb. 13, when Miss Ella Fitzgerald came to the Pit for a onenight-only concert.
The evening began with three
pieces performed by the New
Mexico Symphony Orchestra.
Fortunately the orchestra administered a change in programming, substituting the much more
appropriate "Overture To. Candide" by Leonard Bernstem for
Wagner's "Prelude To Act I~I of
Lohengrin." The other _ pieces
performed by the symphony were
Gershwin's "American In Paris"
and a medley of Kincaide pieces
titled "Big Band Fantasy." The
music during all three pieces was
muted and lost; the absurd incongruity of a symphony o;chestra
performing in a sports stad1um was
too obvious.
, After an intermission, Miss
Fitzgerald, a big woman in a long,
black, sequined evening gown,

Ella Fitzgerald performs Saturday night in tha Pit. Sha was joined by surprise spacial guast Stavla
Wonder.

~~-THe QUeST Of THe secReT CITY
sweePSTAKes
heres a city in Europe-you could travel there free. _,
So unravel these rid4les, and uncover its key.

TOPLAYTHEGAME:
,
Answer each of the riddles that WIII.appear here each
week in February. Write your answer'" the blanks below
each riddle. The letters with nu!"bers below them correspond to the numbered spaces In the ma.ster key. A_s you
fill in the letters of the master k~y. ~ou Will be spelling th_e
name and location of a secret City 10 Europe. Send us
the solution, and you and a friend could win a trip there, free,
TO ENTER SWEEPSTAKES:
1 NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.
.. .
. •
2: Grand ·Prize consists Of two.regular round·ltiP economy a1rfares
to the secret city, 30-day Eura1l pa~es, Amen can Youth Hostel
passes two backpackS and $1000'" cash.
"
"
3 cutout master key for use as official entry blank oruse 3 x §
c~rd Print your answer along with your name and address, Man
to Secret City Sweepslakes, P.O. Box eqta, N~rwalk, CT06852.
4·, The first 1,000 correct respondents w1ll rece1ve a poster as an
enhy prize.
_
_,
_
s. Allenlries must be rec!uved by3/15/82. Enter as often as you
wish, bul each entry must be mailed s~para)ely.
a. A random drawing of all correct entnes )1'111 be held 3(221B2by
the Highland Group, an lndependentfudg•ng orgamzatiOn Whose
decision is final.
,
. · . 'h · ·
• 'ct d
7. sweepstakeS. void where prohlbltE!d, taxe~ or 01 er:w1s~ res1r! e •
All potential winners may b,e required to ~'9r an aff•dav1t of el!•
gibility to verify compliance With the rules w1thm 30 days_ ol rece1pt
of same. For a list of_ prize w_lnners, send se!f-addtessed, stamped
envelope 10 Secret City SWeepstakes clo H1ghland Group,16
Knight Sl., Norwalk, CT 06851.
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sUB Enh!rtllnmeal .._ folk IUharlst_ Lenny
Anderson, .aeconip~nying __himsetr on gul1ar_ .and
harmonica, will pt:rronn fOlk, countr)f and blues In
the SUB Lounge tod_ay at n_oon.
_
UNM Collt&e Rcp•blln.nt -· <luberrtalorial_
candidate iJ'ob Orant wili be speaking today u 7:30

~

-_-,

----GeNeRAL fOODS® INTeRNATIONAL COffees
. MAKe GOOD COMPANY.
----

©General Foods Corooraiion 198:>

GEN\RAI Food;.

INTERNAllO~Al

p.nt. in room 23t·C or the SUB.
ASiodatlon of Accountlna Studenls -o._T_he AAS

4

Cotfu:s

-_,.,.

.... .,_·,..;.,

will Sponsor a minl-stminar· today entitled ••Women
In the Prorcuional environment.'' TopiC! ~or
discusslcm include, .appropriate dress, working
male SUJ'etiors, subordinates and male clients a$ ytc, I

o,ntr

a~

;- ..:::-·

sexual harassment ort the job -_how to ~Y01d _1t

·and how to report it.- The seminar will be h_eldat 7:_30
p.m. at the UNM _Faculty Club. ~ine an~_ e:lfeesewlll
be_ served, Admlsshnlls fr-Ce,and not restricted.
IUtle Key HortOfll')' Sndett- 1\fectfng today 'Itt 7
p~m.lnro_om 147;_ Ortega Hall.
_
_
.
Kiva Club...._ Ocneta1 meeting tonight nt 6:30p.m.
in the Native American Studies Center.
h

UNM At1tf1ropoloty Sodety ~A

(tee

film, ur e

Nuer" about a group Of African Pli_storaHslsWIII_bc
-show'n Thursday tat 3ll0 p.m. ln Mltche11.-rall, raom
12
~h~U dub ....... The Initial and formaU ...e meeting or
the UNM t:he55 ClUb \Yill be hc_ld ThUrSday af-4 p.m.
in room 253
the_SUB; _"AIIInteres(ed and unln·
tetcslc_d people arc .welcome."
UNM Cheerh~•ders- ApplfeatlOil.s tot li'youts·nre
MW available at the Studi!i\t Activities ·olficc ln. the
SUb, At~PtiCatlolisarcduc t::'tida~; March 12.
_
Alpha Phi OmfRI ~ ~tcting Thursday lit 1:30
):l.tn.ltt room 21 1-Et ~r the sOb .

or
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John Hae>'eler is a local artist
currenrly working toward a master
of arts at UNM, We had come
across him and his work while
visiting a studio mate and mutual
friend. The studio is located in
Parsons Hall, the site of the old
Studio Fundamentals, in a large
well-lit room. As studio space goes
here, this particular room contained at times up to five artists in a
space best suited for three.
Haeseler's work, which occupied all
of one corner of the cluttered room,
was a series of graphic images, self
portraits for the most part. The
qualities thai made this work stand
out from much of the typically
conservative and traditional
·graduate work here at UNM was
the subject matter itself: Haeseler.
As with most self portraits, these
concerned themselves with the
identity of the artist, but on first
glance this wasn't evident: The
portraits were all female m appearance,
large
blown-up
photographs of feminine faces in
heavy makeup, staring out from
their flat confines with sultry,
frozen glances. I'd stared at these
itl1ages for sometime before I met
their source.
Haeseler is a large man, about six
feet in height, wears plastic-framed
eyeglasses cmd . chain smokes
menthol light cigarettes. An insightful individual and. a young
artist with a firm understanding of
the tradition and history of an,
Haeseler is soft spoken and easy
going; a conversation with Haeseler
can last hours and cover any range
of topics.
As a campus ,personality he is
anonyn1ous, rarely seen at parties,
openings or any of the score of
socia/functions that revolve aroun~
the University art scene. All of thiS
only added to the air ofstrangeness
and mystery that surrounded these
images. On the one hand there was
John Haeseler, mild-mannered
graduate student working his way
rhrough art and college, and on the
other there were these images of
sultry, elaboratly made-up women,
the double-life alter egos of a
person I knew very lillie about.
This illlerview took place last fall
in Haeseler's studio and lasted a

•

~r'dee

(Answer to Week412 Riddle: Cl..EF)
·-.. __

Ray Abeyta and Sandy Garritano

lip

My sward is chalk;
My discipline is consdente,
My medium is talk;
My reservoir is history,
My greatest looe is t:n.tth;
My highest art is alchemy,
Where lead to gold is yauth.

---- --·
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John Haesler and the Night Walt Disney Met Suzie Wong

came on stage. Somehow • in a v~ry
sudden yet subtle way, ~he locauon
of the concert in the P1t somehow
faded into insignificance. Ella
Fit~gerald
transforme~
the
enormous sports arena mto an
intimate setting. She talked a~d
. oked with the audience and m~roduced members of .her . accompanying trio several_umes JU.st
s if the Pit were a tiny mghtclub m
~he Harlem of thirty years ago that
she sings about,
It's true what they say about
Fitzgerald being girlish. She has a
stage presence filled with all the fun
of girlishness yet with a.ll the _gra.ce
of womanhood. Her VOICe, Wtth I~S
incredible clarity and range, sttll
has the goose-pimple quali~y that
she is famous for. And m that
sweet, high voi~e Ell~ sang .s~c~
numbers as "Am't Mtsbehavm'
"Blue Moon," "Satin ~oil," and
"Let's Do It," accompamed by the
New Mexico Symphony Orchest~a.
Accompanied by her personal tno,
Ella sang a medley of Duke
Ellington pieces that was excellent,
filled with the scatting, piano and
bass that the audience had come to
hear. It was evident that Ella can
still give the people ~ha~ they want:
scat-filled, soul-movmg Jazz.
About half way through the
concert something strange and
wonderful happened. A sound
technician friend of mine was
returning to his seat at the sound
engineering control board when he
discovered his seat there had been
usurped. The handsome sunglassed
stranger that stole his seat turne.d
out to be none other than Stevte
Wonder who had been playing for
some ni~hts in a club in Santa Fe.
Wonder joined Ella on stage
after an introduction as "one of the
greatest geniuses of. our ti~e·: and
sang an impromptu tmprovtsallo!'al
version of "You Are The Sunshme
of My Life" which he addressed as
a humorous tongue-in-cheek
valentine for Ella. This was really
quite moving and exciting: The two
are obviously great old fnends and
mutual admirers. The audience was
thrilled and rumbled and applauded
madly. The Pit filled with won.der
(pun intended) at the incredtble
dynamism of these _two per·
sonalities together on stage as the
evening ended. The excited buzz. ?f
spectators could even be heard tn
the parking lot as people
congregated in post-concert !roup~ ••
My friend and I climbed mto hts
station wagon feeling warmer inside
for the experience and drove off to
dance to music by the punk rock
'band down the block, but that's
another story altogether ••.

My arsenal is patience,

-

i

total a! Jive hours and three packs
of cigarettes. Interviewers are
Sandy Garritano and myself.
R~y Abeyta - Let's start at the
beginning. Where are you from?
John Haeseler- Well, I'm from
Iowa originally where I spent the
first ten angst-ridden years of my
life. I spent the first year of my life
on a farm and later moved a
quarter of a mile away, so I was
basically living in the country, We
traveled quite a bit; my folks had
gypsy feet. I'd be sitting in school,
bored. It'd be about 10:30 in the
morning and my parents would
come flashing in and say, "Well,
we'll see you, Mrs, So-and-So. We
are taking off for a few weeks and
we're taking the kid with us." So
we'd just pack up and leave, go to
Minnesota or Colorado or
whereever, mostly Colorado. We
finally moved to Colorado when I
was ten.
I'd hated Iowa for as long as I
can remember, l wanted to live in
either New York or Philadelphia:
New York because of the theater
and Philadelphia because American
Bandstand was there.
Sandy Garritano - Did you have
an interest in theater at that age?
J.H. - Yes, I did. But my
notions of theater at that age were
pretty strange. The notion was
confused with movies because film
was so accessible. When I was a kid
I saw every Walt Disney movie ever
made, and they had to be some of
the sickest films ever made. Talk
about depraved! They are so
Fruedian; it really is applied
Freudian psychology and I think it
was meant, either consciously or
unconsciously, to distort youthful
views and perceptions of life. But I
really liked them, for whatever
reasons kids like Disney films.
It was such a big deal to go into
town and see movies, even for usthe one family who traveled in this
town. You know I used to have to
give reports on my travels, because
literally in those days nobody ever
left the county. Anyway, we went
into Cedar Rapids one night and
the film had either left town
unexpectedly or the theater wasn't
opened, and I wanted desperatly,
just as an alternative, to see The
World Of Su~ie Wong. At that age
my folks thought it was too adult
for me and wouldn't let me see it.

-______
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The funny thing is, it's one of my
favorite films on T.V. now. I think
it's a wonderful picture, especially
for people in our position, because
William Holden plays a painter and
he goes to Hong Kong to paint. He
meets up with Suzie Wong, who's
not really Suzie Wong but .a
Chinese prostitute, and she models
for him and he's so utterly taken by

the film was made, it makes sense
because it's straight out of the New
York Abstract Expressionist school
of how an artist lives his life. It was

like carefully controlled sorties into
sleeze by these male artists who
always wore suits.
Continued tomorrow.
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Life Is More Than
"Do's" and "Don'ts"
1 had an early start in Christianlly, but after a number of
years left because I found that it was just a lot of "do's"
and "don'ts''. 1 rejected this and fell !hat I could make ,my
own rules as well as anyone else. So for about .ten years I
tried the route of Jiving by my nwn rules but eventually
found out that I was just killing myself hit by bit. Every
way seemed to be a dead end with death . as the final
result. At this point in my life I called upon God from deep
within my being, 1 asked the Lord to give me an!llher
chance and opened to follow Him no matter what. But the
Lord did not give me a set or regulations to r~llow · Instead
He Jed me to Himself, into a personal an~ •nt.lmate rela·
tionship with His Person In my pracfical dally living, Now
today 1 am entering more and more into the s~et supply
and supreme enjoyment o! the Lord's life within my llemg.

Ollile'S n8htt At llew Nexft:o
Unllon Food Ienke. we'Ye rolled

coffee pl'llces lnclll to sc-or free ••th •n~ fOOd
purctiUe-flefore 8 AN •nd alter 4 PN. SO come
Co the Unllon CIHs Spl'lln8 semester
•

f1!B coflee w•th • IIIIHI UN
M
or ~our •••onte snail dunn• GO.OD'
theSe spec••• t•mes.
.
•

and

Chuck Elder

You are invited to enjoy a vital Life
Study with CHRISTIANS ON CAMPUS
today and every Wesnesday at
12:00 Noon, Sub Room 250-A •.
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New Mexico union Food ~rvice
OHer valid only for students, faculty and staff of UNM.
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HALLMARK
RESUME SERVICE

Wrestlers Host WAC Tournament
Steve King
The UNM wrestling team will
have its first chance in recent
history to win a Western Athletic
Conference title when the five-team
conference tournament comes to
town on Saturday.
Brigham Young is the defending
champion and has won 10 Of the
last ll WAC titles, but Wyoming
and UNM are expected to battle the
Cougars for this year's crown. Air
Force and Colorado State have
some contenders for individual
titles but should not be a factor in
the team standings.
In the last ten years, the Lobo
grapplers have finished in theWAC
cellar and have only had eight
individual conference champions.
Last year Bill Dotson's matmen
received 44 points, which was
almost double the output of any
previous year.
Dotson and his assistant Kevin
Finn have revamped the Lobo
wrestling program during their two
years at the University. With his
whole team returning and the
addition of some valuable redshirts,
good freshmen recruits and some
timely transfers, Dotson will have a
chance to bring some notoriety to
Phil Smith drives towerd the besket under two NMSU p/eyers his team and program. Dotson has
earlier this season. The Lobos host Hewaii Thursday night et received nothing but praise from
University Arena, and tickats are stiff available in the SUB.

Work in
Sunny
California
overlooking
the blue
Pacific
Relax on the Beaches, In nearby Mountains and Desert.
Civilian career opportunities with the U.S. Navy
• ELECTRONICS
• AEROSPACE
• ELECTRICAL
• CIVIL
• MECHANICAL
• SOFJWARE
Responsibilities include design development, test evaluation and operation of Naval missile systems.
QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS:
BS Degree in Engineering
U.S. Citizenship
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS: February 22, 1982

otber coaches around the country.
"Bill is building a great program
here," said Arizona State co!J,ch
Bob Douglas after a recent dual
meet with UNM. "UNM's program
has been next to nothing in past
years, but I will continue to
schedule meets with Dotson's
Lobos,"
"We've got some people into the
program that want to win," said
Dotson, "We knew that if we got
some personnel we could go far.
We returned everyone but we've
had to make some adjustments with
the losses of Clarence Laster, Mike
Baker and Doug Rice."
Rice committed suicide in
December and Laster, who finished
·second in last years WAC tourney
and was the only Lobo entry in the
nationals, never returned to school

and has never been heard from by
the Lobo coaching staff since.
Baker left the squad for personal
reasons in January.
This year, Brad Bitterman has
been one of the bright spots at 167
pounds with a 28-0-1 record.
Bitterman is a tremendously
c 0 ndition~d athlete and has given
opposing coaches fits. "Brad is just
fantastic," Dotson added. "He
wrestles every match hard and is
just a coaches dream.''
Bitter.man's presence has made
opposing coaches do some unorthodox things with their lineups.
One such case may arise this
weekend. Dale Walters, Air Force's
two-time
defending
WAC
champion .at 167, may be moved to
177 because of Bitterman's record
continuBd on page11

Golfers Advance in Arizona
The Lobo women's golf team
moved into second place. after two
rounds of the Arizona Invitational
by shooting an II over par 299 team
score.
Susan Sanders fired a one-underpar 71 to lead UNM past faltering
Arizona and leave the secondranked Lobos five shots behind
surprising San Diego State.
"We played better today," said
UNM coach Henry Sandles. "We
had some problems with the last
few holes or otherwise we might be
leading.
"We're in good position, only
five strokes down," Sandles said.
"That's not very much when you're
talking about five players."

San Diego State's Julie Inkstan,
the two" time defending U.s.
Amateur Champion, shot her
second consecutive round of 70 to
lead Sanders by five shots in the
chase for the individual title.
In related news, Lobo Kris
Monaghan will be sidelined for six
to eight weeks after surgery
Monday to repair damaged
ligaments in her knee.
Team Re$Uits: San Jose Snue, 594: New Mexico,
:599; Arizona, 600: Bdsham Young,602; UCLA 1 606i
Ari:l:ona St\ltt:1 608; Stanford, 613; CaJ·SEatc Long
B~ach, 6~7; W~;bc:r State, 6-W: Washington, 654; San
Diego State, 664: TeKas Tech, 66{).
individual Leader: Julie lnlstan, 70-70-140. Lobo
Scores; Su!an Sanders, 74-71·14!1; Theresa Schn:ck,
74-7.S·I49; Dana Howe, 76-76-U2; Debbie Wright,
76-76-154; Lucy C!Utaneda, 81·77·158.

Goal Ball Continues

Winni~g

lets the players know where they

Nick Greenwalt

are.''
A group of people with vision no
better than 20-200, which is con·
sidered legally blind, are competing
on a team that has won 21 out of
their last 23 games.
The UNM goal ball team won 13
out of 15 games last weekend in the
Indianapolis Invitational Tournament. Before that they had won
the National Goal Ball Tournament
last year and had beaten teams
from El Paso and Alamogordo this
season.
Goal ball is played on a surface
the size of a volleyball court, with
the object of the game being to roll
a two pound hard rubber ball over
the other team's goal line, said Tim
Gutierrez, the team's manager.
"On each end of the court is a
team area that is four feet wide and
the players must stay within that
space," he said. "And the floor is
marked with contrasting tape that

Once a team stops the ball they
have ten seconds to roll it to the
other side. "It's usually a low
scoring game," he said. "Most of
the scores this weekend were 2-1 or
J-0.""
There are four players on the
team, but only three play at one
time. One player is positioned in the
middle or at the point, and one is
on each side of the court.
"Ray Marshall is our point man
and he is one of the best in the
country,'' Gutierrez said. "He
biocks about 95 percent of the other
team's shots." The other three
members of the team are Tommy
Lundstrom, Lewis Bean and Ray
Serna.
Gutierrez said that goal ball is
growing across the country, with
more than 200 teams in 30 to 40
states.

Contact your Campus Placement Office now.

Point Mugu. CalifOrnia
Located in Ventura County 55 mlles
North Of Los Angeles
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Harrv:!EfH'9SH!OGS
(next to the Lobo Campus Pharmacy)

All NEW Video Game Room!

A DIVISIQN OF HALLMARK PERSONNEL CONSULTANTS

WHERE
CANYOUGET. •••

continued from page 10

against him this year (3-0). Tony
Tracey and Kevin Jackson will join
Bitterman as top seeds in their
respective weight classes.
Tracey transfcred from Lousiana
State last year and redshirted last
year, The Sandia High graduate
took over for Baker and has
compiled a 16-7 record. "Tony was
going to be redshirted but when
Baker left, he came in and did the
job," Dotson noted. Tracey has
also defeated the tourney's numb~r
two seed Wyoming's Tom
Seamons - at the MIWA tourney
last month.
Jackson won the heavyweight
title last year but has moved to 190
where he boasts a .23·7 mark.

Jackson has defeated second
Robert Steele from BYU three
times this season, and beat Cougar
Larry Hamilton to take last year's
crown.
Evins Brantley (18-11) will be at
heavyweight this time around. The
senior transfer from Rhode Island
could be one of the keys tD the
Wolfpack fortunes. "Evins and r
sat down and figured out what had
to be done to win and how he would
do it," said Dotson. ,;Brantley has
been ahead of all of his WAC
opponents this year before trying to
sit out the last part of the match."
Tim Nelson of Wyoming is the
top seed at 118 pounds with Steve
Krause (23-11) going for the Lobos.
Chris Taylor is number one at I 26

all for only $1.50 with coupon.
- one FREE video game!
$255value)
beover2lfor

'

coupon goqd

Feb 17,18,19,20,21

ofco~rse

Wyoming's Lon Currier is the
choice at ISO pounds, where
UNM's Kim Mcrewether (8-7) will
try to stop the top seed. John
Shaumberg (12-10) will make an
attempt to get back on track at 158
where Ron Whitman from
Wyoming is the number one seed.
Lobo Tim Harris (8-3) got a late
start this year because of some
nagging injuries. Harris lost to top
seed Jeff Needs from BYU 8-6
during the Lobo Invite.

At the comer ol Central and University
"Try us ••• you'll be glad you did."
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Drew Merrick
The Lobo women's volleyball team, ranked 14th in the final NCAA
standings this past season, opened their spring season last weekend by
finishing third in the New Mexico State Invitational behind Arizona and
New Mexico State.
"I think we played real well considering it was our first tournament this
spring," said head coach Mike Hebert. "We tried some new plays, and our
younger players received some playing time. That's the purpose of the
.
spring season."
The Lobos will play in six tournaments this spring, sponsored by the
United States Volleyball Association; The Lobo InVitational will be held
on March 6, and a tournament at the University of Colorado is scheduled
for March 20.
Though the team lost three players from last fall's nationally ranked
squad, a formidable nucleus consisting of team captain Kelly Knowles,
Becky Lucht, Terri Nielson, and Shannon Vessup returns. "We'll be even
better next year,'' said assistant coach Wanda Grissom.
Hebert is recruiting 5-feet-10 Becky Miller, a standout high school
volleyball player from Riverside, Calif., to add some power to the team.
"Becky Miller's a hitter, and that's what we need,'' said Grissom.
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The World's Bsst Aviation Tmining
The World's Beat Aviation Training
College grads are needed to pilot, navigate, and maintain the m.oat sophisticated
aircraft in the world. All majprs consldBred. No axperiencB necessary,
Can apply,befora graduation. Up to age31 •

0 As an Aviation Intelligence specialhit you will gat Involved with analysis of foreign
capabilities, photo reconalssance, and recognition of foreign equipment .

0 As a Navy Pilot you will fly the most advanced aircraft ever developed •
0 As e Naval Flight Officer you will operate thB sophi11titeted electronics and computers
In the Navy's newest jets•
['] As an Aeronautical Engineer you will manage the support systems that maintain the
operation of the Navy's finest aircraft•
Excellent. training end promotional opportunities. Worlci travel. 30daya paid vacation
annually. Goad physical condition. Salary up to $33,000 after four years •
Contact:
Aviation Programs
First National Bank Building
5301 Central NE
Albuquerque, NM 87108
or call(5051766-233!i
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attendant always duty
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
on

•

•

-1·

II
I

I

Spring USVBA Season

•• 1416Grand NE
843-7396 ·:
(Beside Campus Market)
••
••
Washers, Dryers,
••
••
Drop-Off Dry Cleaning
•
••
••
24 hour service
•
••
•
And Wash, Dry & Fold
•
••
•
for .so~ per pound
•
••
•
(min S lbs.)
.
•
••
Present Houl5 Bam • 6pm (will be remodeling)
•
••
•• March I, 1982 Bam • Bpm (open 7 days a week)
••
New OWners·
••

(may substitute soft drink If under 21)

where Lobo freshman Ralph
Harrison (20-10) makes his home.
Morgan Woodhouse is from BYU
and is the top seed at 134 where a
struggling Jeff Gandy (16-11) will
wrestle for UNM.

·vNM. Volleyball Opens

will be held: Wed., March 31, 1982

HOT DOG • FRIES • COORS BEER

DOONIES!

-Wrestlers----------

:························••p••:
•
•

Petitions and other importllnt material Will
be avallabiB beginning Februarv 24. 1982.
For more information- plaase come to Rm. 242 - SUB, 2nd floor.
AuthorizBd by A.S.U.N.M. Elections Commission·
Elven L. Romero, Chairman

Fish and Chips.for 99~
an All Beef Burrito for 99~
2 Rolled Tacos for 69¢
Fish Sandwich for 69<:

Lobo Tony Tracey gains an advantageous hold against Louisiana State's. Eric Hetshberger. Tracey,
the top seed in thB142-pound weight class in the coming WAC tournament, defBated the nationally
ranked HershbergBr 3..2.

The A.S.U.N.M.
GENERAL ELECTION

For advanced information call
Bob Valles loll free (800) 235-5967.

PACIFIC MISSILE
TEST CENTER

Professionally prepared for results.
Attractive rates. Word processor perfect.
We offer student discounts!
For an appointment call 884·7101

i
I

•I

I

11
I

.II
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Classified

Advertising

NEED LEAD V()(:~LIST for Rock
Experience only reply. 277-3275 or268-ll62,

Hoights)tome, 294·011 L
Ul6
TWO DLOCKS .FROM UNM large one bec;lrollln
modern and clean. Cable TV, no pets, ~lifities paid,
$215 206 PrincetonS.!l. 266-1021.
2/23
ROOMMATE; WANTED. COUPLE preferred.
Private bath, private st~dy, large yanJ, $125 single
$187.50 couple. 843-~39 evenings,
2123
WANTEQ NONSMOKING WOMAN to share
beautiful house with large llackyard. Pets ok. Sl 58.33
plus one third utilities. 266·4669.
2/23
ROOMMATE WANTED: MALE or female, non·
smoking, serio~s student for quiet household near
university, 266·2467.
2/23
COTTONWOOD COMPOUNJ) APARTMENTS,
Newly rernodoied I bdrm. $169; 2 bdrm, $)89, 206
Mescalero N.W, (one half mile north of Candelaria;
near 2nd) Academic Scholarships available. No
animals, 255·2221 .or 345-4410.
2/23

b.and.
2/19

7. Travel ·
GOT A YEN to wonder o~t yonder? Say it here.

tfn

8. Miscellaneous
WOME:N ~'JI:ILETES; TR\' sc;>ccerl first, second
division teams want players. 265·1470, keep trying,
2/23
SPENQ ON!~ MORNING hour 11 week teaching
homeless teenagers a skill, Volunteers needed 10 share
information in reading, job applications, art, etc. We
arc located on campus. Please help our kids.! Call
New Day, 247·9559,
2/19

~,-

......

:

'

~

II

~~-

...

~-~----,

. • S~ECIAL

I

2 slrces cheese
& small drink

I

$1,25

1

1

I
with coupon 2115-2/21
I
IL•-•._....__.
127 Harvard SE
110 bl. S. of Central I
__._..._..._~--'

9. Las Noticias

5. For Sale

W.E llOT DISTRIIIUTORS Prescription eycgl~ss SUBW A\' STATION DANCE, friday and Saturday
fratnes, Greenwich Village (J.ennon styles), gold, 9;00, Guess who is back in town! Zozobra! I. 2119
rimless, $54.50 regular $65.00, Pay Less Opticiam, GA \'/LESIIIAN STUDENT OFt'ICE. S. U.B. 215, T
5007 Menual N.E. across from LaBelles.
tfn & Th., 12-2, Wed. I0:30am-8pm.
2/19
1973 llO.PGE COLT, AM/FM cassette, gas- WF;DNESQAY NOONTIME ENTERTAINMENT,
efficient. In good condition. SHOO. Call Len: 277- Come and enjoy ypur lunch to folk, blues, and
5841 or 844·0121.
2117 countrY music by guitarist Lenny Anderson.
2/)7
1975 MUSTANG II MACH I Excellent condition, GAV·LESIIIAN STUDENT 1mion Tuesday 2·24
low mileage, $2700. 296·3338 evenings,
2/17 7:30pm SUB 2501\.
2/23
78l\IUSTANG II, 3,600. Ca11299·4307.
2/17
1'1·55 W/CASE, AC Adapter, and manual,.$20. 243·
0162.
2/17
1981 HONDA 400CE. Riding suit, $1500, 243·0162,
2117
Weekend Ski Trips:
FLUTE IIV Y.AMAliA w/ease. Excellent condition.
Crested Butte, Purgatory, Telluride
$140. 243·0162.
2/17
Day Ski Trips:
N•:w 1982 PION EEl! SX·5, AM/FM stereo receiver,
Taos(S30'),Santa Fa($22')
extras, negotiable. 255-3879.
2/19
• Includes Bus anc;t Lill
IJVNASTAR 190 SKIIS with loo~ 77 bindings, great
condition,$200, Call Jeff298·3787 or 298-7678.
CALL 881·7832
2119
ATAJ{I VlllEO GAME system. Less than one year ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
old, inel"des sixteen tapes, $400,00 call299-4278.
2/19
VlllEO TAPE IJECK Recently overhauled, 255·
9349.
2122
FIIIERGLASS CONGAS GREAT Condition
$475.00, negotiable Craig 242·6387,
2/22
FUI,L SIZE MATRESS box spring, $200.00 884·2475
after 6:00p.m.
2122
IIIGII QUALITY STRETCHER frames for pain·
ting, varied, large sizes· very cheap, Call 842-1025,

~~.M.SKI CLUB

1. Personals

3. Services

SI'IIING IIRt:AK '82, Mat.atlan all the wuyl Student
Travel Center has prices you can affonl! Call David
Crosby BRI-166B,or Rena Turner 243·6113 or 277•
l336 or visit Sulte251 Upltairs In theSUil.
2/19
MAZATI.AN SPIUN(;" IIREAK $188 Includes
trunsportatlon, beach· front hotels . .Details call .Dave
88J-1668, Rena243·6ll3.
2/17
AS CHAIRMAN OF the Education Committee,
Aubrey Ounn fought to give yon the best education
possible. Now he needs your .help in his campaign for
goven1or. Call 265·91 02 or 268·3098 .and Ond out
w'ull Yott can do. Call now.
21t9
SHORT Of IlUNI)S? Enchilada red or green chill
.89. lllg burrito red or green chili $1,()0. Tostada red
or green chili .59 a. the Casa del Sol In the New
MexicoSHJdetll Union n!dg.
tfn
f'INt:ST st;u;cnoN OF unique and traditional
gold wedding set<. ('hnrli< Romero Jowclers', 293·
6901.
5/1
.JLIS1' A SNACK I Sopnpilla with honey .35, salsa and
chips. 75, oqchos Sl.OO in the Cusa del Solin the New
McxicoStlldcntUnion.
tfn
COI.IJ • A I.• AJ!GF bowl of what? Ltuge chill, red or
2rcen $1.25. posoie Sl.25, beans .65 in Casa del Sol,
New Mexico Student Union Uldg,
tfn
A('Cl!RA'ft; INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traceptlon, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose.
294·0111.
tfn
I'Rt:GNANCV TJI.STING & COUNSt:UNG. Phone
241-9819.
tfn
PASSI'ORT, IMMICiRATION, 1.1). photos. 3 for
S6.1l0l ! Lowest prices .in town! Fast, pleasing, short
walk (:om UNM. Call 265·2444 or cotne t.o 123
Wellesley S.h., bctw<en Oirard and Carllst.,, cQrner
tlfSilver.llours: I0·6weekdays,Saturday9.s.
tfn
CONTAei'S·POLISIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Ortical Company ou Lomas J~st west of Washin~ton.
· tfn
WI; IIOT DISTRIIIUTORS. Premiptlon eycglm
frames. Orecnwlch Village (Lennon Styles), gold
r.imlm. $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay less Opticians,
5001 Mennul N.P.., across from laUe lies.
tfn
ONI,Y 52.35. 1WO farm-fresh eggs, two homemade
chcmi(af free sausage patties, two slices of toast, free
green chili. Oren 7 n.m.MorningGioryCnre. Corner
tfn
of Olrurd, Central and Monte Vista 268·7040.
ss IIUVS m:STTIP of the week. Daily Lobo will pay
$S for the beU news tip we .receive every week.
SollTccs can remain confidential, but Editor must
have your uanie to pay winner. 211-5656, .ask for
Newsro<ltn.
tfll
I' LA \'110\'S, PJ:NTIIOUSE, PI,A\'GIRL, Oui,
f'inygirls, back issues 99 wm while supply lasts. 11
!'rice Books, Records, Magazines, University at
Central.
2119
Tilt: CIIJ('K•:N IS coming, the chicken Is coming,
the thicken Is coming, the chicken Is coming, the
chicken is coming, the chicken Is coming, the chicken
Is coming to the New Mexico Student Union food
Service.
tfn
SINGI.Kt; (lNI.Yt ,35 a single cone· ,60 for a double
• ,7$ for a triple. New Mexico Union Icc Cream Shop.
tfn
ENTHUSIASTIC WOMJ:N SOCCER rlnycrs
needed for Albuquerq~e team. Experience in soccer
or othet •ports prcferrrd. Information call268-7064
or277·2S83.
2/26
RODJ:Rr LYNCII IN association with Albuq~erque
Nnlionnl Photo offers yo~ i{odak film for 40 cents a
roll; including up io 40 percent discount on
processing. Call266·2228, 884-9020.
2119
SKVIliVt:RS Gt:T IIIGIIt:RJ Come find out what
you're missing, Meetings, Wednesday, feb. 18th,
s:OOpm, ltm. 230 sun.
2111
JOt; c. Nt:XT time take your American E~press
('ord. Don't leave home witho~t it.
2117
1111.1, w. MAV your gll.ltRnk always befull and your
pockets stuffed with credit cards,
2117

GUITAR l,fA<;SONS, INSTRUMENTS, r~palrs and
rentals. MARC'S Oultar Center, 14~ Harvard S.E,
265·3315.
tfn
PROFESSIONAL T\'PING BV English/MA editor.
Vast experience with dissertations. papers. Editing
available. 266·9550,
3/l
IIOME TVPING-EIJITING service. Retired English
professor, Spelling, grammer confidentiality assured.
292·3431.
3/5
TYPING 111M St:LECTRIC 255·3337,
3/31
I'ROOt'REAiliNG ANU t:DlTING of manuscripts,
theses, and disserations by M.A. candidate in
English. Call256·1.189.
2119
TYPING FROM Tilt; Word Co. We use a word
tuoccsspr for q~ick turnaround time and accurale
changes. Call247·2326.
2/26
2119
G.UITAR INSTRUCTOR, CJ,ASSICAI,. other
styles. 857·3 158.
2/26
TVPING· TIIESIS, mSSERTATIONS, Reports,
Leiters, Statistical, etc. Call Ann ita 299·378!. 2126
IIAII\'SITI.ER NEEDED FOR 2 school·agc ~hildren
llRV CLEANING AT economy prices. $1.00 per lb, d~rng spring breai{ while parents are away,
Campus Laundry, 2106 Central SE, Open 7·11. Next References needed. 265·1306.
2117
<.to~ no llaskln·Robblns Ice Cream.
2126
MARRIIm COUPLE WITIIOUT children lo
t'AST, ACCURATE. ALL Typing intludes manage 22 ~nit apartment cotnplex near university.
corrections, spelling, grammar, punct~ation. TypArt. Apariment plus salary. Apply at 1116 Pennsylvania
lOS Stanford, SE. 262·1865,
2/26 NE, Albuquerque. 87110.
2/26
TYPING. PROFF~'iSIONAL QUALITY Typerlght, APPLICATIONS ARE NOW being taken for
265·5203,
3/1 positions at the Girl Scout Summer Camp in the
II OUSt; SITIERS A VAILABI.E • Professional Jemez Mountains. Needed are: nurse, riding staff,
couple in Alb~querquc for summer assignment. counselors. handyman and kitchen aides. Call 243·
References, expericneed, Druner·Upham, 124 W. 9S81 for more information.
3/12
University lllvd., Tucson, Ariz. 85105.
2/17 EARN 520·30 raising runds ror ACORN, Calll47•
PROFJ:SSIONAI, TYPIN(;, REASONABLE 9791, 9·3:00.
2/15
llxtensive secretarial experience. 111M Selectric 111. COUNSELORS WANTED: ANDERSON camps will
299.6256 or 299·2676.
2/26 Interview interested persons with two years colltgc on
TYPING·PROFF.SSIONAI. QUALITV pronto at February 23rd. Chec~ with Office ofSt~dentAids.
Klnko/Pronto: TLC at no extra charge. We Will edit.
2111
KIP, 2312 Central Sll, across Central from Popejoy NEW MEXICO UNION Food Service employment.
Hall.
2119 Work·study studtnts with any hours free frorn lOam·
SOUTIIWF.S'f NATURAL THERAPEUTICS 3pm. Apply at UNM f'ood ServiceOrr!ce.
2/19
Therapeutic massage, colon therapy, introductory WANTED t"EMAI.E VOCALIST coUntry-crossover.
treattnent SJO,OO. 243·7013 by appointmenl.
2122 Must pl~y Instrument. Experience necessary, willing
TRANSI.A TOR AND A teacher of Arable and to travel part time work.ing bank. Call 296·5578 nite
English seeks employment. 842·6197.
2/19 294-8726.
2/23
BEAUTV·IIEALTH CONSULTANTS wanted!
Income unlimited! Part timet Full time. No e~·
perience necessary. Will train. Opportunity with fall
THE CITADEL-SUPERB location nearUNM and growing company, new and expanding in the South·
downtown. llus service everY 30 minutes. I bedroom west. Come In at the topl Call Kit or Wendy 255·
or efflclency, from $220. All UIUities paid, Deluxe 9866.
2/19
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult AFTERNOON CIIIJ.DCARE FOR. PxorJ kid. Call
2/18
couples, no pets. 1'20 UniversltyNE. 243•2494. tfn 293-5072aft~r6pm.

2. Lost & Found
PATRICK IIAKER: CI.Aii\1 vour lost notebook in
Rm. 131 Marron Hall.
•
2119
LOST; TAN MID length leather jacket in Johnson
Pool. 268·5963.
2/23
J'OUND:SIIfAI.L NOTEllOOK and calandcr date
b!!Ok belonging to Jose Albino t.ucer<l. Claim in
Rooml31 Marron flail.
. 2123
I.OST: ONt: UUJE back pack. If found contact
l'eiernt B61·SS98. Reward!.
2117
WOlllf:N'S RED LEATHER n1ittotts. Claim in rm.
IJt MntrmlliuU.
2/18
Tl'RQUOISt; RING LOST friday Women's
restroom Fnc. Call Rltn 8.81·3207.
2/18
LOST: CA!Iti'US III.ACK ladies tight glove. Davis,
l17-S5SJ.
..
2/17
IIOOK FOUNU 2·8·81 "The OeLuge·llritlsh Society
n11d the l'irst World War." Claim itt Marron Hall
roont lJI.
2/17
CI.Ail\t \'OUR LOST possessions at Campus Pollee
~.oo a.m.to4:00 p.m. daily,
tftt

~
~
~~.

6. Employment

Covered
~agon

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

OLDTOVVN

Old & New players
welcome.

.

-

•
•

Y2 PRICE
Books • Magazines
• Records & Comics

Magazines
from
1897·1981

EVERYTHING
Always
V2 Price!
Back Issues • Collecto.r's
Comics • S.F. • Magazines •
Paperbacks • Collectors
Records

112 PRICE BOOKS!

Central At

University
Phone: 842·0624

~

§

ALL REMAINING

~

·~

FALL & WINTER

~··

~

CLOTHES & ACCESSORIES

.•••••••••••••••.
•
•

a

~

~

•••••••••••••••••
•
Korfball is back •
: Wednesday Nights :
• 8-9pm Carlisle Gym •

.

~

4. Housing

IIOUSF.SilTER: I AM loOking for an apartment or
house to houseslt during spring semester (or earlier) •
13Kcdlcnt references and enjoy gardening and yar•
dwork. Catherine,l42-7228.
.tfn
f'OR RENT: t:FFICU:NCY Apartment, $120i I
bedroom, SISO. Swimnting Pool, beautiful view of
golr course. Close to UNM and TV!. 13t:i Wellesley
S.E. 256-7148,
2125
WANT CONSIDERATE MALE student to share
house near UNM with other serious students. No
drugs, smoking. SI7S plus S50 D.O. Utilities incl.
W/0 and FP. Call 5·1 p.m. M-F., Marlee, 268·6617,
2/19
ROOMMATE WANTED, NICE two bedroom
house, fireplace, garage, laundry facililies, cable TV,
microwave oven, Sl25 month plus one half utilities.
Call Stro266·6S22.
211$
CLEAN EFFICIENCY 5165 Utilities paid. 404
Dartmouth SB. Deposit. Male preferred. 25S·l303.
2115
A BLOCK TO UNM. furnished one bedroom
apartments, utilities paid. SI9Q.240. 205·9 Columbia
SE. 25S-268S,
2/18
ROOMMATE WANTEIJ FOR 3·bedroom house two
blocks N.E. of campus . Sf30 plus one third utilities.
266-6686.
2117
ONE-HALF BLOCK FROM UNM. Nice, clean JllR.
house to share In Nl; area. Completely furnished,
utilities paid, $190/mp., $ISO deposit. ~65·32!17, 243·
2494 (I 0-4).
2/18
ONE BEOROOM APARTMENT, Near U,N.M.
Medical School,· Furnished, curpeted, ali utilities ;
paid. $230/mo. plus SIOO D. D. 266·61118 after 6:00
p.m.
2/19
UNFURNISJIEIJ APARTMENT NEAR UN·
M/T\'1, $l6S/mo, plus clec!tlcity. Call 242·9158 or
242-7081.
2/19
CAMI'tJS NEAR DV 2 bdrm., 2 bath!, patio, kids,
pets $1SO.OO. Call Sun Rentals small fee, 262-17~1.
2/19
RARt: EASTERN FOUR bedroom on 10 acres. Kids,
pctsSJOO.OO. Call Sun Rentals. Small fee262·l1~1.
2119
··011 Rt:NT FENCED house off Vassar $140.
Utilities paid. Cull Sun Rentals. Smtlll fce262.J75t.
2119
Cllt:A P BUT CLEAN ollc bedroom $90.00 Fenced,
kids, pets. Call Sun Rentals Small fee 262·1751. 2119
ROOM t'OR RENT nice hllusc ncar tampus, 265·
25i8.
2/16
ROOMMATE NEt;ot:D. t'URNISIIED Northeast

1/2 off i
SALE ~

§

g
~ NOW REDUCED 50% ~
~~
~
~
3.A
B
~t~4.
~
2118 Central SE

§

v~...,..,

(across from UNM)

~

L.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

1 Lessgood
6 Wearies

11 Refund
12 Empower
14 Man's nickname
15 Weasels' kin
17 News org.
18 Possessive
pronoun
20 Disturbances
21 Hail!
22 Bristle
24 Before
25 Pintail duck
26 Expunger
28 Intermission
30 Neighborhood org.
31 Armed conflict
32. Strike out
35 World38 Declare
39 Pronoun
41 "Shoal"
42 Legal mat•
ters
43 Gallant
45Matol'e
46 Printer's
measure
47 Wage
49 French article
50 Art piece
52 Wanted
54 Pierces
55 Pitchers
DOWN
1 Turmoil
2 Slberlah river
3 Batter
4 Sky sight

5Weirder
6Seesaw
7 Hostelries
8 Ethiopian
title
9 Erbium symbol
10Tolls

Answer to Thursday's Puzzle

11 Lift
13 Fencers'
swords
16 Rocky hill
19 Sugar and
flour
21 Land of the
free
23 Showy flower
25 Cicatrices
27 Consume
29 Female
sheep
32 Challenges
33 Occurrences
34 Discovers

35 Calm
36 Big birds
37 Spirited
horse
40 Befall
43 Blunt end

44 Was aware of
47 As written:
Mus.
48 Scottish river
51 Near
53 MD

